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About This Game

Welcome to an all new RPG experience which perfectly blends the excitement of match three games with the strategic demands
of Turn Based Tactics! No longer will you match tiles just to watch avatars attack enemies above the board. In Tavern

Guardians: Banquet, countless waves of enemies, each with their own skills and specialties, advance from the top of the board.
You take on the role of a Guardian, charged with defending various taverns. Watch each enemies' movements and actions, and

then use magical skills and items to claim victory against evil!
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60+ Unique Enemies

We've prepared more than 60 unique enemies, each with their own behavior, movements, and skills. Enemies include both
normal and elite minions, the latter of which will prove to be a challenge to defeat! With a variety of unexpected combinations
of enemies and our unique combat system, Tavern Guardians: Banquet is sure to give you an exciting and refreshing experience

on the battlefield!

10+ Epic Boss Fights

What's a battle without a terrifying boss to face off against? Each boss' size, abilities, and behavior vary drastically from normal
minions and other bosses. You might want to think twice if you believe that bosses will be taken down easily! In order to defeat
each boss, you must analyze their behavior and avoid attacks from other enemies. Every single one of your decisions matters. Of

course, a little luck never hurts!

Choose Your Own Combat Style

With 3 unique Guardians, each with their own looks and skills, and more than 40 active items and pieces of gear, it's up to you
to find your own favorite fighting style to vanquish enemies in Tavern Guardians: Banquet! (New Guardians are under

development!)

Story Mode

In story mode, you take up the role of a Guardian in the great land of Dionia. In your adventures, you've come upon a Tavern
Master, who, after telling you his emotional story about his dreams of opening taverns all across Dionia, has convinced you to
help him protect his taverns. Different difficulties of stages will grant different rewards, while players who choose to take on

Survival Mode will get a leg up with extra Coins!

Survival Mode (in development)

If you fancy yourself a master of match three RPGs or any other strategy game, this is the place to challenge yourself! You'll
face completely randomized combinations of enemies, and a randomized availability of gear in the shop! Survival Mode is sure

to surprise you.

If you're still not sure whether or not Tavern Guardians: Banquet is for you, check out our free demo!
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tavern guardians banquet. tavern guardians banquet download

just now downloaded the map pack but you don't get the supply drops right away which is kinda stupid.. This is still one of - if
not THE best - medieval conquest games I've ever played (I still own my original CD and manual!). Granted, it does show its
age in the graphics and some parts of the interface, but the basic gameplay is solid. Everything is easily managed from the well-
constructed sidebar menu, from population management and weapons production to army recruitment and diplomacy. While the
combat engine suffers from some issues with unit pathfinding, the battle system is still quite engaging and fun, with success
depending on correct use of terrain, tactics, and combined arms. Given that this Steam version includes the Siege Pack
expansion with a tactical map editor and a slew of added campaign maps, at its current bargain price this classic game is an
absolute steal. Definitely a must-have for nostalgic strategy fans.. Excellent game for the operational level of warfare that has no
real equivalent as best I can tell.

Figuring out how to play at a basic level isn't difficult at all, but the level of detail & depth in the game mechanics is very high -
this produces realistic effects & constraints on your actions. The AI overall is very good (though is does sometimes have stupid
moments) and will respond dynamically to your actions on the battlefield.

If you are interested in ww2 era military command then this game is a must get, also the core game along with a couple of
scenarios is completley free so there is no reason not to try it out.. Really fun good old point and click game brought to this
century. Enjoyed the humor and the art style and the puzzles a lot. I think the only negative side is that the game is a bit short for
the 30€ price. Still would recommend for the point&click and Larry fans (especially if you manage to get it a bit cheaper)..
Early game, you shoule care only nuts and upgrade your items (shoes for double jump,...). Late game, you up HP and that time,
you can do all quests.. A cute little story about Breakfeast and Ghosts.. Great game if you enjoy obtuse grand strategy kind of
like Paradoxs main games. But it is kind of choppy even on a high end system and crashes within an hour every time. If that
ever gets fixed get it but it has been forever. Consider their WW1 game intead.
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Absolutely do NOT buy this game. It is a scam. I am not stating that ironically, or to be malicious; this game is unequivocally the
buggiest, most poorly managed, poorly updated, and awful piece of garbage that has graced Steam's greenlight program.

BUT, for the sake of a review, lets discuss why.

Entire subsystems and 'class mechanics' dont work.
Pathing is a nightmare, and its possible to get stuck in terrain, path through cliffs and never be able to walk back up them, etc.
You can die from falling a foot, and die from falling in water.
Textures and meshes seeming load in and out of the camera's view randomly. Entire houses will pop up around you, or disappear
entirely as you're walking into them.
Progression is entirely arbitrary. Items are random, quests may or may not work depending on the alignment of the stars,
"dialogue" is schizophrenic and characters will seemingly have entirely random or baseless reactions to spoken text.
Skill progression and pseudo-class progression is trivial and unimaginative. (The only exception being the ability to craft magic)
The graphics are abysmal, character models, NPCs, and monsters appear to have been created using software from 1998.
The camera and movement controls are horrifically limited. The camera will only allow about a 620x480 field of view, no
matter the resolution you're attempting to play it in.
Anything and everything can be locked, and the 'rune' system to unlock ANYTHING is never explained and so convoluted
theres multiple sections of the manuel that attempt to cover it.
The storyline is non-existent.
The game has hardware and technical issues, crashes, buggy meshes \/ textures, etc, etc.
Inventory and item management is a chore, and I had found myself not even bothering to loot drops at a certain point.

I can go on. Honestly, I havent even listed half of the things wrong with this travesty of a title, but hopefully this will suffice.
AVOID. THIS. TITLE.

I dont even hate the developers, im sure they're great people. Im sure they're nice and loving and wonderful individuals.
However, they have produced one of the absolute worst titles to ever hit steam, and I cannot in good faith recommend this to
anyone. Seriously.

Dont even buy this for 50 cents. This game is going to go down in history as the next E.T. for the Atari. There's going to just be
a virtual landfill with Legends of Dawn (Reborn) and anyone's wallet that accidentally purchased this title.. I'll start at the end,
my verdict.
For a couple of pounds (or dollars) you can't go far wrong with this game.

Now for the beginning (and middle.)

Tavernier is a TINY game, and I mean that seriously. A single game lasts about 45 minutes, an hour at most, and even then only
if you spent time looking through all the purchasing options.
The music is fairly decent for such a small game, and the styles are recognisable even as though it sounds like it's being
performed by a fantasy bard.
The art is.... okay, it isn't great, but then it isn't poor either. The style, as can be seen on the store page, is something like water
colours, which is a surprisingly suitable choice for the game.

The story isn't particularly great, and remains the same regardless of how you play, plus the writing sometimes suffers from
incomplete sentences and grammatical errors, fortunately I never found it jarring or off-putting.

To be honest there isn't all that more to say, I could go on about the actual game play, but it's better to play it than have someone
try and tell you.. Once I started playing this game, I barely played anything else for the week and a half it took me to finish it.

It's fun, challenging, colorful, charismatic and addictive. Got me cursing and retrying the same level tons of times, but also
thrilled when I managed to dodge a volley of bullets at just 1 HP, double jump and hit that damn Ringod in its bullseye-thingy.

Extra props for the great OST, the charming visuals and the cool comic-like cutscenes.. I bought this game because I like Neil
Gaiman a lot and he sounded confident that it would be a decent game, even if only for the story. As a long time fan, it sucks to
feel this way, but I'm seriously disapointed that he would endorse/cooperatively release this garbage that's calling itself a game...
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The story is terrible if there is one at all, the click to activate controls are super buggy and unresponsive, and most importantly
its not at all fun... I'm sorry, but the 10 bucks I paid in the kickstarter is probably $9.75 more than it was worth to me to see how
a Neil Gaiman game turned out.. Performance: 11/10
It runs well, even on a potato (Maybe even a lemon)

Fun level: 8/10
I loved it, and that's mostly because I love tycoon games.
Can be quite mindless at times, while other times it takes some attention.
I have a short attention span generally, and it kept my attention for 3 hours in one sitting.
One thing that appealed to me was the customization options. (I wish there were more though)

Replayability: 7.5/10 (base game) 9/10 (with mods)
I'm gonna have to say that I felt the extreme desire to use a mod or two on my second playthrough.
However, with mods, it is clear that it is far more replayable.
The modding community is very small, but the game looks easy to mod, so it you want to hop on in and try your hand at
modding, I say go for it.

Learning curve: Simple

Overall: 8.5/10
Don't expect a masterpiece, but its definitely enjoyable.
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